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CONCRETE FINISHER USED SUCCESSFULLY
ON ROCK-ASPHALT-SURFACING PROJECT

Compiled from reports submitted by J. S. Logan of District S
and C. L. Donovan of the Division of Management

(Not for release )

A Lakewood concrete-pavement finishing machine, shown
IN THE ACCOMPANYING photographs, was used successfully for

spreading the rock -asphalt surfacing on oklahoma federal-aid
project :$75, in Hughes County. The pavement consisted of a

||?-inch rock-asphalt surfacing on a 9-j-5-9§ th i ckened-e dge
type concrete base with concrete curbs 9 inches wide and \\
Inches in height.

After the first 2 miles of the top course had been laid
by the usual hand-raking method, it was decided to try out the

concrete-pavement finisher. Only a few minor changes were

made in the machine. These included lowering the screed plates

3/4 OF AN inch below the position used when finishing concrete,

and a change in the position of the wheels on the axle so that

they ride on the concrete curbing, instead of on the metal
forms. Without making radical changes in the wheels or axles
IT WaS not possible to make an entirely satisfactory adjustment
OF THE GAUGE, BUT ENOUGH WAS TAKEN UP SO THAT, WITH CARE ON THE

PART OF THE OPERATOR, THE MACHINE COULD BE KEPT ON THE CURBS.

A LARGE GASOLINE TORCH WaS EMPLOYED TO HEAT THE SCREED EACH
morning, and at other times when there was a lapse in the de-
livery of the hot-stuff. an attempt was made to use the tam-
per and a metal-faced wooden belt, eut both of these were dis-
carded later,

Prior to the use of the machine, it had been necessary
to make a number of sk i n patches on uneven portions of the

surface. These later scaled off and left the pavement in a

rough and unsatisfactory condition. the machine eliminated
entirely the necessity for skin patching. after the initial

rolling, variations of i /8 of an inch were seldom found under

a ten-foot straight edge.
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Machine Should Reduce Labor Costs Considerably

With the use of the machine it is believed that the
cost of labor may be reduced considerably. five rakers at

75 cents an hour were employed for spreading the asphalt sur-
face ey hand. two common laborers at 40 cents an hour could
replace the 5 rakers when the finishing machine is used, and
the crew could be cut to the following men i i foreman, 2

roller men, i f i n i sh i ng—mach i ne operator, 2 slae sweepers,
6 shovelers, 2 puddlers, and i cement — dust sweeper. twenty-
four men were employed on the road when the rak i ng was accom-
plished by hand.

For seven days during one week the machine spread an

average of 2,853 square yards of surfacing, and on one day
reached a maximum of 3,111 square yards in 9^ hours with the

PLANT MIXING 1,200-POUND BATCHES. ANOTHER SET OF BURNERS WaS

THEN INSTALLED ON THE PLANT AND IT WaS HOPED THAT THE PRODUC-
TION COULD THUS BE INCREASED TO 3,600 SQUARE YARDS OF SURFAC-
ING OR EETTER PER DAY. THE FINISHING MACHINE TRAVELLED AT

THE RATE OF 7~ FEET A MINUTE, IN LOW GEAR, AND COULD HANDLE

A 3,600-POUND LOAD EVERY 2 MINUTES.

AT THE EEGINIWING OF THE WORK, THE ElTUMlNOUS MATERIAL

WAS DUMPED, SPREAD, AND RAKED A TRIFLE HIGH AHEAD OF THE

FINISHING MACHINE (fJG. l). THE FINISHER WAS THEN RUN OVER
THE SURFACE, STRIKING OFF AND CARRYING THE EXCESS MATERIAL
AHEAD IN ITP FORWARD MOVEMENT (fIG. 2).

V HEN THE SCREED WAS AT THE PROPER TEMPERATURE, A

FAIRLY GOOD SEAL WaS OBTAINED PRIOR TO ROLLING (fIG. 3).
After the screed had eeen used successfully, an attempt was

made to use the tamper, but unless heated to the proper tem-
perature, it would pick op the hot-stuff and spoil the seal

made ey the screed. the tamper was, therefore, discarded
eec ause of the difficulty of maintaining it at the desired

temperature. a light screed or belt was then devised and

attached to the rear of the machine, where the original belt

WAS ATTACHED. Th I S SCREED WaS MADE BY KERF I NG A |0-INCH

board nearly through on one face, to make it flexible, and
then covering the belting face with sheet iron. th i s con-

trivance was heated with a torch, before starting work.

Once hot, the wooden backing served as an insulator and pre-

vented COOLING SO THAT THE HEAT OF THE SURFACING MATERIAL
WAS SUFFICIENT TO MAINTAIN A SATISFACTORY TEMPERATURE ON THE

WORKING FACE. Th I S DEVICE WORKED SATISFACTORILY AND SEALED

PORTIONS OF THE SURFACE LEFT OPEN BECAUSE OF THE UNEVEN HEAT-

ING OF THE SCREED; BUT, WHEN IT WaS ACCIDENTALLY BROKEN, IT WAS

NOT REPLACED.





Fig. 1. - Shoveling the hot-stuff against the screed

as the finishing machine advances

Fig. 2. - Screed pushing excess material ahead, after

hot-stuff had been previously spread and raked





Fig. 3. - Initial compression under an 8-ton roller

Fig. 4. - The surface was completely sealed by the

roller
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More Uniform Density Obtained By Spreading Excess of
Surfacing Material With Shovels

as the work progressed it was found that a more uni-
form density could be obtained by omitting the raking and hav-
ing the material spread by the shovelers so as to maintain a

greater surplus ahead of the screed eoard. this conclusion
was reached by testing the machine-finished surface with a

hand rake. when the material had been hand-raked ahead of
the finisher, the rake would detect soft and hard areas. wlth
the raking omitted and a greater excess of shoveled material
ahead of the screed there was a more uniform resistance to the
testing rake,

In warm, calm weather the heat transferred from the sur-
facing MATERIAL KEPT THE SCREED BOARD AT THE PROPER TEMPERATURE
WITH ONLY OCCASIONAL APPLICATIONS OF THE TORCH. ON COLD AND
WINDY DAYS, HOWEVER, IT BECAME NECESSARY TO IGNITE KEROSENE FRE-

QUENTLY ON THE TOP OF THE SCREED BOARD TO MAINTAIN A SUITABLE

WORKING TEMPERATURE,

THE CHARACTER OF THE SURFACE OBTAINED WITH THE FINISHER
WAS VERY SATISFACTORY (FIG, 4). A BETTER AND MORE UNIFORM SEAL

WAS OBTAINED THAN WAS POSSIBLE WITH THE OLD HAND-RAKlNG METHOD,
AND WHEN THE SCREED WAS KEPT AT THE PROPER TEMPERATURE, A VERY
SATISFACTORY SEAL WAS IN EVIDENCE EVEN BEFORE ANY ROLLING WaS
BEGUN, |N RIDING OVER THE MACHINE-FINISHED SECTIONS IT WaS AP-

PARENT THAT THE SURFACE WaS SMOOTHER THAN THAT ON THE HAND-
RAKED SECTIONS. The SMOOTHNESS of THE FINISHED pavement is of
COURSE CONTROLLED BY THE SMOOTHNESS OF THE TOP OF THE CONCRETE
CURBS

,

it is also believed that a greater density of the fin-
ished surface was obtained on the machine-finished than on the
hand-raked sections; the specific gravity of pavement samples
in the first case averaging 2.171, as compared with an average
of 2.156 for the latter.

Machine Faster Than Hand-Raking Method

Production was also increased considerably by the fin-
ishing machine. It required 13 days to lay the first 2 MILES

with hand raking. The second 2 miles, laid with the machine,

was finished in a little less than 7 days. This result was

accomplished at the time when experiments were being made
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WITH THE MACHINE. A COMPARISON OF THE PRODUCTION ON THE RE-
MAINDER OF THE PROJECT WaS NOT POSSIBLE BECAUSE OF THE LIMITED
output of the proportioning plant.

although the contractor retained his hand—rak ing organ-
ization on the joe while the experiments with the machine were
in progress, it is believed that the force could have been con-
siderably reduced, as has been previously mentioned. |t should
be possible also to break in a green crew for the machine in a

comparatively short time, whereas experienced men are required
for hand raking.

It was the concensus of opinion of those oeserving the

experiments that with an insulated heating device, for main-
taining a uniform temperature on the screed board j and with
some contrivance to complete the seal, placed where the belt

is ordinarily attached; that the concrete finishing machine
would eliminate the old hand-raklng method. it is believed
that the additional parts could ee designed as accessories so

as to make the finishing machine adaptaele either to concrete
or bituminous pavements.

the road on which the experiments were made is being
CONSTRUCTED BY THE H. L. CaNADY CONSTRUCTION COMPANY OF TULSA,
okla., under the supervision of guy james, resident engineer,
for the State highway department.
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PROGRESS OF FEDERAL HIGHWAY LEGISLATION

(Not for release)

New bills introduced in Congress since the last issue

or the News Letter and further action on bills previously in-

troduced ARE SUMMARIZED BELOW;

H. R. 383. - Introduced in the House on December 5, by

C. C. Dowell of Iowa, and referred to the Committee on Roads:
Authorizes the appropriation of $75,000,000 and $7,500,000,
for Federal-aId, and forest roads, respectively, for each of
the fiscal years 1930 and 1931. Reported out, without amend-
ment, by the Committee on Roads, on April 12. S. 2327 passed
IN LIEU THEREOF ON MAY 2j, | 928

.

H. R. 13 1 I I. - Introduced in the House on April 17, 1928, by

R. G. Simmons of Nebraska, and referred to the Committee on

Roads: Provides for the amendment of section 6 of the Federal-
aid HIGHWAY ACT OF NOVEMBER 9, 1 92 1 , BY ADDING THE FOLLOWING
language: "That where national cemeteries are not located on

the system of federal-ald highways as herein defined, the

Secretary of Agriculture shall have authority to cooperate
with the State highway department of the State in which such
national cemetery or cemeteries are located in constructing
or reconstructing federal-ald highways to connect such national
cemetery or cemeteries with the nearest federal-ald highway."

H. R. - 13323. - Introduced in the House on April 25, by

E. E. Browne of Wisconsin, and referred to the Committee on
Roads, on April 25, 1928. This is a modification of H. R. |0|42

as described in the February, 1928, News Letter. Provides for
the creation of a special highway fund out of the proceeds from
THE SALE OF SURPLUS WaR MATERIAL, highway equipment, and SUP-
PLIES to the Government of France for which the United States
holds bonds totalling $407,341,145. The special highway fund
is to be administered by the secretary of agriculture. ninety
per cent of the fund is to be apportioned to the state highway
departments, as provided by section 2| of the federal highway
act of |92|. One half of this 90 per cent of the funds is to
be used on the existing federal-ald highway system, and the re-
MAINING half on local roads not on the present Federal-aid sys-
tem. The remaining 10 per cent i s to be spent as follows: One
half for roads within the national forests, and one half within
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the regional area of the national capital. |n the case of
Federal-aid roads, no State shall be required in any case to

pay more than 20 per cent of the cost of any highway construc-
ted in accordance with this act. this act is not intended to

repeal any provision of existing federal-aid road legislation
unless such provision is in direct conflict therewith.

H. R. 13460. - Introduced in the House on May I, by
H. R. Rathbone of Illinois, and referred to the Committee on

Roads. This bill is similar to S. 1900 introduced in the

Senate on December 17, 1928, by G. H. Moses (for Mr. du Pont)
of New Hampshire: Provides for the organization of a National
Survey Commission for the construction of a post road and mil-
itary HIGHWAY, FROM A POINT ALONG THE ATLANTIC SEABOARD TO THE

Pacific Coast. The right of wa y is to be 500 feet wide. A
STUDY AND REPORT IS TO BE MADE ON CERTAIN HIGHWAYS CONNECTING
WITH THE CENTRAL SUPERHIGHWAY.

H. R. 13751. - Introduced in the House on May 14, by

H. R. Rathbone of Illinois, and referred to the Committee on

Roads. This is a modification of H. R. 70 1 6 , as described in

the December, 1927, News letter: The present bill provides

for the survey of a route for a highway connecting certain
places associated with the life of abraham lincoln. the road
is to begin at hodgenville, |<y., and pass through indiana to

Beardstown, III.

H. J. Res. 256. - Authorizes the Bureau to make a survey to

determine the cost of certain bridges on united states route |,

and its extension from the florida mainland to key west . th i

s

bill was passed by both houses of congress and signed by the

President on May 16, 1928. It is now known as Public Res. No. 43.

H. J. Res. 259. - Authorizes the assistance of the United States
Government in the construction of an Inter-American Highway in

the Western Hemisphere. This bill was passed by both Houses of
Congress and signed by the President on May 4, 1928, as Public
Res. No. 40.

S. 1182. - Authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to cooperate
with the State highway departments in selecting and assigning
names to highways embraced in the Federal-aid highway system.
This bill passed the Senate, without amendment, on May 8, 1928,

and was referred to the House Committee on Roads on May 10.
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S. 1341. - This bill is identical with H. R. 5518 as described
in the December, | 927 , News Letter. It provides for certain
amendments to existing federal-ald highway legislation. after
being passed e y both houses of congress, it was signed by the
President on May 2|, | 928 and is now Public Law No. 458.

S. 1369. - This bill is identical with H. R. 4625, as described
in the December, 1927, News Letter. It authorizes the construc-
tion and maintenance of a memorial highway from the national
capital to Mount Vernon. This bill was passed by the Senate
on March 6, and by the House on May 2|, and signed by the
President on May 23, 1928, as Public No. 493.

S. 1900. - This bill, is similar to H. R. I34G0 as descrieed
above. It was reported out of the Committee on Post Offices
and Post Roads on May 4, 1928, without amendment.

S. 1945. - This bill as described in the December, 1927, News

Letter, authorized appropriations for the improvement of rural

roads over which rural carriers travel in serving the rural
routes, other than those now included in the federal-ald road .sys-

TEM. This bill was reported out by the Committee on Post Offices
and Post Roads with amendments limiting the appropriations to

$50,000,000 FOR EACH OF THE FISCAL YEARS 1 93 I AND 1932, ONLY.

S. 2327. - This bill was reported 1n the January, 1928, News

Letter. It authorizes the appropriation of $75,000,000 and

$7,500,000 for Federal-aid and forest roads, respectively,
for each of the fiscal years 1930 and 1931. It passed the Senate,

without amendment, on april is, and the house on may 2|, and was

signed by the president on may 26, 1928, as public no . 519.

S. 2475. - This bill was described in the January, 1928, News
Letter. It proposes to create a prosperity reserve and stabilize
industry and employment by the expansion of public works, during
PERIODS OF UNEMPLOYMENT AND INDUSTRIAL DEPRESSION. |T WaS RE-

PORTED OUT BY THE COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE ON APRIL |8, 1928, WITH

AMENDMENTS. It NOW AUTHORIZES AN APPROPRIATION OF $75,000,000
FOR FEDERAL-AlD ROADS. NO APPROPRIATION I S TO BE MADE IN PUR-
SUANCE TO THIS ACT UNTIL THE PRESIDENT COMMUNICATES TO CONGRESS
THAT THE VOLUME, BASED UPON VALUE, OF CONTRACTS AWARDED FOR CON-
STRUCTION WORK IN THE UNITED STATES, HAS FALLEN |0 PER CENT FOR

A THREE-MONTH PERIOD BELOW THE AVERAGE OF THE CORRESPONDING
THREE-MONTH PERIODS OF THE PRECEDING THREE YEARS.





S. 3674. - This bill was described in the last issue of the
News Letter. It amends existing Federal-aid road legislation
and authorizes an appropriation of $3,500,000 for each of the
fiscal years | 929 , | 930, and 1931, for the construction of
roads in the public-land states. this bill passed both houses
ofc Congress and was vetoed by the President on May 19, 1928.

It was passed by the Senate over the President's veto, but the
veto was sustained by the House on May 25, so that the bill
fails to become a law.

S. 3874. - This bill was described in the last issue of the
News Letter. It authorizes an appropriation of $1,943,200 for

the construction of a highway from red lodge, mont . , to the
BOUNDARY OF YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK NEAR COOKE ClTY. |T WaS
reported out, without amendment, by the committee on post offices
and Post Roads, on April 25, 1928.

S. 4440. - Introduced in the Senate on May 3, by J. E. Watson
of Indiana, and referred to the Committee on Post Offices and
Post Roads. This bill is identical with H. R. 13323 as des-

cribed above.
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PROGRESS MAPS FOR 31 STATES NOW READY FOR DISTRIBUTION

Contributed by the Division of Design

(Not for release )

Maps showing the progress of construction on the Federal-
AlD highway system in 3 1 States are now ready for distribution.
These maps are units of the series authorized 3Y the act of
Congress of November 9, 192 1, which created the Federal-aid
highway system. The 59 sheets now off the press cover the fol-
lowing States:

Alabama 3 SHEETS New Jersey 1 SHEET

Ar i zona 2 DO New Mexico 2 SHEET
Colorado 2 DO New York 3 DO

Connecticut, Massachusetts,
and Rhode Island 1

SHEET North Carolina 3 DO

Delaware and
Maryland 1 DO North Dakota 2 DO

Flor 1 DA 4 SHEETS Ohio 2 DO

1 DAHO 2 DO Oregon 2 DO

1 LLlNO 1

S

3 DO Pennsylvan 1 A 2 DO

|NDl ANA 2 DO South Carolina 2 DO
Ma ine 2 DO Tennessee 2 DO

Ml CH 1 GAN 4 DO Virgin i

a

3 DO

Mississippi 2 DO Wash ington 2 DO

Nevada 2 DO West Virginia 2 DO

New Hampshire and
Vermont | sheet

When all the maps are prInTed, the set will total approx-
imately 1 00 sheets, In a uniform' size of 22 by 3 1 inches. When
eound they will form a complete atlas of the federal-ald highway
system. the location of the roads is plotted as closely as the
scale of the map will permit, and the type of construction in-
dicated is based upon the latest route reports submitted with
the Federal-aid projects, and the most recently available log
data. The plotted data, however, are confined exclusively to
the approved mileage in the Federal-aid highway system, and the
more extensive mileage in the state and county systems is not
SHOWN

.
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TWO SCALES HAVE BEEN USED ON THE MAPS. THE | ; 500, 000-

FOOT U.S. Geological Survey base maps, prepared on a modified
POLYCONIC PROJECTION, WERE EMPLOYED FOR ALL THE STATES EAST OF
THE PUBLIC-LAND STATES, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF TEXAS. THE
SCALE FOR THE MAPS OF THE PUBLIC-LAND STATES IS 1:760,320
FEET. SIX DIFFERENT COLORS ARE USED. OLIVE GREEN INDICATES
THE COUNTY BOUNDARY LINES AND NECESSARY CULTURE ', YELLOW REP-
RESENTS Indian reservations; pink, military reservations and
NATIONAL MONUMENTS; AND GREEN, NATIONAL FORESTS. THE UNIM-
PROVED SECTIONS OF THE FEDERAL-AlD HIGHWAY SYSTEM ARE DES-
IGNATED BY OPEN PARALLEL RED LINES, AND UNCONST RUCTE D POR-
TIONS OF FOREST HIGHWAYS ON THE FEDERAL-AlD SYSTEM ARE SHOWN
BY RED PARALLEL DASHED LINES. PORTIONS OF THE FEDERAL-AlD
SYSTEM IMPROVED WITH FEDERAL-AID ARE PRINTED IN SOLID RED,

AND SECTIONS IMPROVED WITH STATE , OR LOCAL FUNDS ARE COLORED
BLUE .

The type of construction is indicated by an initial
letter, under the following classifications:

A. - Surfaces composed of asphalt or its derivatives,
irrespective of the base, such as i sheet asphalt, bituminous
concrete, bituminous macadam, and all types included in the
Bureau's code numbers 47 to 65.

B. - Surfaces consisting of block, brick, and all
TYPES INCLUDED UNDER THE CODE NUMBERS 80 TO 99.

C. - Portland cement concrete, and all types included
UNDER CODE NUMBERS 70 TO 75,

E. - Earth roads, graded and drained, and all types
INCLUDED UNDER CODE NUMBERS I 0 TO II.

G. - Gravel, and all types included under code numeers
30 to 37.

M. - Surface treated macadam, waterbound macadam, and
ALL TYPES, INCLUDED UNDER CODE NUMBERS 40 TO 46.

S. - Sand-clay, and all types included under code num-
bers 20 to 23.



I
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The preliminary work for 15 of the remaining States,
and also revisions for delaware, maryland, and ohio, has
been completed. |t is expected that these maps will be off
the press and ready for distribution by june 30. there is

no suitable base map for california upon which the system
data may be plotted. a new base for this state is now being
prepared but it will not be ready for distribution for some
time. |t is hoped that the map for the remaining state -

Texas - will be off the press about August first.



r
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NOMOGRAPHS FOR PROPORTIONING CONCRETE MATERIALS

Compiled from charts and data submitted by A. F. Haelig of
0 I STR ICT 7

(Not for release)

The accompanying nomographic charts facilitate consider-
ably THE DETERMINATION OF THE REQUIRED MATERIALS AND YIELD OF
CONCRETE FOR KNOWN VOID CONTENTS IN THE FINE AND COARSE AGGRE-
GATES. The two different charts for determining the cubic feet

of sand per bag of cement indicate the variation in the result
caused by different bases of calculation and by slightly dif-
ferent assumptions In the quant IT I ES i

In using any of these charts it is necessary that the
void contents of eoth the flne and coarse aggregates shall be

known* a straight edge placed on these values, which are on
the outer edges of the charts, makes it possible to read the
other data on the intermediate graphs, without moving the
STRAIGHT EDGE t

ALL THE CHARTS REFER TO "DRY AND RODDED n MATERIALS, A

CONDITION WHICH IS USUALLY CAPABLE OF ATTAINMENT ONLY IN THE
LABORATORY. THE CHARTS WILL APPLY, HOWEVER, EQUALLY WELL TO

FIELD CONDITIONS, USING DRY OR WET AND LOOSE MATERIAL, PRO-
VIDED THAT THE VO I D CONTENTS OF THE AGGREGATES IN THE CONDI-
TION IN WHICH THEY ARE TO BE MEASURED, IS USED IN DETERMINING
THE YIELD FOR ANY SPECIFIC CASE. CaRE MUST BE USED, THEREFORE,
not to apply calculations eased on dry and rodded materials
to the results obtained in the field, with the materials in

another condition.

Information concerning each graph follows:

Chart for determining the dry and rodded proportions
per eag of cement. - This nomograph is calculated on the basis
of a cement content of 1.54 barrels per cubic yard of concrete,
5-1/4 gallons of water per bag of cement, and the sand content
of the mix is taken at 1.25 times the volume of the voids in

THE COARSE AGGREGATE. |t IS BELIEVED THAT CONCRETE PROPORTIONED
ON THIS BASIS SHOULD EE WORKABLE AND SHOULD YIELD COMPRESS I VE-
STRENGTH-TEST VALUES OF OVER 3,000 POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH.
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Chart for determining the cubic feet of sand required
per bag of cement. - the sand content of a mix with a cement
factor of ij50 barrels per cubic yard of concrete may be de-
termined rapidly from this chart.

The PROPORTIONS OF THE MATERIALS ARE CALCULATED UPON
the basis of one bag of cement to 5-

i

/2 gallons of water and

3-1/2 cubic feet of coarse aggregate and a var i aele amount
of sand. The volume of sand, as plotted on the chart, was
determined by subtracting the sum of the absolute volumes of
water, cement, and coarse aggregate, for a one-bag batch, from
the specified yield of 4.50 cubic feet. The quantities per
cubic yard are six times those indicated by the chart, i.e.,

6 bags of cement, 33 gallons of water, 2| cubic feet of coarse
aggregate, and a volume of sand equal to six times the chart
READING*

Chart for determining the yield and cement factor. -

The calculations for this chart are based upon a i:2;3|r mix
by volume, using dry and rodded materials and 5-3/4 gallons
of water per bag of cement. as one-quarter gallon of water
affects the yield only t hree -hundre dths of a cubic foot, this
chart is sufficiently accurate for estimating the cement re-
quirement of the ordinary | • 2 ; 3^ mix used in concrete—pavement
construct i on *

|n addition to being useful for estimating purposes,
this chart illustrates the effect of void content upon yield.

It will serve to impress both the contractor and engineer with
the saving that may be accomplished by the use of aggregates
with low void contents.





CHART FOR DETERMINING
DRY AND RODDED PROPORTIONS

PER BAG OP CEMENT

Using a cement factor of 1.54,
5-l/4 gallons of water per bag,

and a volTime of sand equal to 1.25 times
to ids in coarse aggregate.
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CHART FOR DETERMINING
CUBIC FEET OP SAND REQUIRED

PER BAG OP CEMENT

Is— :3& Kix by Volume

Us tag Six Bags of Cement per Cubic Yard,
Dry & Rodded Materials and

Gallons of Water per bag
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CHART FOB DETERMINING
YIELD AND CEMENT FACTOR

1-2-3& Mix by Volume

Using Dry & Rodded Materials
And 5-3/4 Gallons of Water

Per Bag of Cement
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STATE MATERIALS ENGINEERS IN DISTRICT 3 HOLD MEETING

Contributed by

F. H, Jackson of the Division of Tests

(Not for release)

a meeting of the state materials and testing engineers
in District 3, called at the request of the district office
was held at Denver, Colo,, on May 9, |0, and II, 1928, The

meeting was attended by representatives of the states of
Colorado, New Mexico and Wyoming, as well as of the Bureau.

The primary purpose of the meeting was to discuss the
possibility qf standardizing forms used by the three States
FOR REPORTING RESULTS OF TESTS OF ROAD MATERIALS. It WaS FELT
by the dl strict office that if some standardization along this
line could be effected it would greatly simplify the work of
reviewing these reports in the district office* although some

difficulties were encountered in effecting a complete standard-
ization, it was found possible to standard1

i ze those portions
of the test report forms giving the identification data rela-
tive to the material.

The following general form for test reports was agreed
upon:



J : 1

c
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REPORT OF TESTS OF (MATERIAL)

Submitted by
:jJi

Laboratory No..

Res. Engr. at Project No.

Date sampled Used in

i dent i fl cat i on
.

quantity represented
Source

{

Location
Brand Date

Test Results

(To be inserted)

Remarks

Recommendat i ons :

Approved: Tested by:

Materials Engineer Laboratory Assistant

The State materials engineers also discussed in detail
the various minimum requirements, relative to tests of materials,
which accompanied the memorandum of the chief of bureau dated
April I, 1928. Certain doubtful points were clarified and a

number of additional requirements for specific materials sug-
gested by the district office were inserted for use in district 3

The remaining sessions of the conference were devoted
to discussions of methods for designing concrete mixtures using
the water-cement-ratio principle, and the characteristics of
road oils suitable for use in the oil processing of gravel roads.
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The above brief report of the materials engineers con-
ference at Denver is called to the attention of the district
engineers with the idea that certain other districts might
possibly desire to call similar meetings, the denver office
believes that the results obtained by this short conference
justified the time given to it.

Department Bulletin |2|S Being Revised

The revision of Department Bulletin No. |2|6 "Tentative
Standard Methods of Sampling and Testing Highway Materials"
Has been sent to the Printer aKid an effort is being made to

make it avallaele at the earliesy possible date. no e xact
f

date can ee set but it ishoped that t he bulletin can be dis-
tributed some time during august.

The new edition will be a considerably larger publi-
cation THAN THE FORMER EDITION AND WILL CONTAIN ALL OF THE

test methods adopted by the american association of state
Highway Officials up to the present date.




